QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE ON
OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Do you want to publish educational resources or teaching materials? Then read below what
you need to consider to avoid any violation of the creator’s copyright.

WHAT ARE TEACHING MATERIALS?
Teaching materials are “any materials that a teacher may use in teaching and learning situations
to help students archive desired learning objectives.” 1These materials may include text, image or
video but also other materials and forms. All teaching materials are subject to copyright.
Teaching materials may be made available under a general free licence. They then become
‘open’. The most important feature of open teaching materials is that they:
•
•
•

are digitally available and free to use;
are available publicly;
have been provided with a licence making their (re)use and distribution possible.

Educational institutions are both users and creators of (open) teaching materials.

HOW TO RECOGNISE AND WHERE TO FIND OPEN TEACHING MATERIALS?
Open teaching materials can be recognised by a user licence, for instance a Creative Commons
(CC)-licence. For more information about the various types of CC-licences, see the Quick
reference guide for finding terms of use.
Websites where you can find open teaching materials include WikiWijs, Merlot and OER
Commons.

CHECK WHETHER THE (RE)USE OF THE TEACHING MATERIALS IS
PERMITTED
Pay attention to the terms of use if you use third-party materials. For more information about
terms of use, also see the Quick reference guide for finding terms of use.

PUBLISH YOUR OWN TEACHING MATERIALS WITH A CC-LICENCE
In most cases, if you developed teaching material yourself you own the copyright to this
material. You can make the material available to others via a CC-licence. Visit the Creative
Commons website to find out how to allocate a licence to your work. For instance, deposit it in
the repository of your institution or through a national or international repository.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF SOURCES
Correct acknowledgement of sources is always mandatory when you use other people’s
material. Do you want find out how to do this correctly? Then read The APA guidelines
explained.

QUESTIONS? GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR COPYRIGHT INFORMATION POINT
(AIP)
Do you have further questions about this quick reference guide? Please contact one of the
members of staff at the Copyright Information Point (AIP) of your institution.
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